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The in#uence of electron}electron collisions on the stopping
power within dielectric theory
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Abstract

A possible approach to describe electron cooling is the dielectric theory. For the case of a (longitudinal) cold electron
beam the contribution of electron}electron collisions is considered. Within a generalized linear response theory
(Zubarev-approach) we have derived a generalized dielectric function (DF) including collisions. We discuss the import-
ance of collisions in the dielectric function on di!erent stages of approximation and their in#uence on ion stopping in an
electron gas. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Superimposing a cold electron beam on a stored
ion beam with a broader thermal distribution leads
to drag or brake forces onto these ions and hence to
a narrowing (cooling) of the ion distribution. Be-
sides the binary collision approach [1,2] an alter-
native theory for modeling cooling is based on the
dielectric theory describing the forces on an ion by
exciting or absorbing plasmons [3]. Following this
way, we have to consider the polarizability of the
cooling electron gas.

The polarizability P(k,u) is expressed by the DF
by means of e(k,u)"1!<(k)P(k,u), where <(k) is
the Coulomb potential. The general connection be-
tween DF and stopping power on an ion with mass
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representing the stopping power as an integral over
the response function Im e~1(ko ,u) and the bosonic
plasmon distribution n

B
(u).

The main objective is to discuss the DF occur-
ring in Eq. (1) which describes the behavior of the
electron gas in the cooler. In the present paper we
restrict our investigations to the e!ect of elec-
tron}electron collisions on the stopping power. The
relevant parameter for the nonideality is given by
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Fig. 1. Response functions for an electron gas in RPA and
Mermin approximation. u

1-
denotes the plasma frequency.

Under the condition C;1 collisions can be ne-
glected leading to the Random Phase Approxima-
tion (RPA) [5]
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with z"u#i0. Results for Eq. (1) will be discussed
below.

Employing experimental values for the longi-
tudinal temperature of the electron beam (TSR:
¹

@@
"0.06 meV, n"2.8]1013 m~3 [6], ESR: ¹

@@
"0.1 meV, n"1.0]1012 m~3 [7]) the nonideal-
ity parameter C amounts to 0.66 resp. 0.23. Thus,
considering the longitudinal direction, in some ex-
periments the electron plasma is intermediately
strongly coupled. The RPA is not su$cient for
C&1 and collisions have to be taken into account.

In the following, we are interested in the deriva-
tion of a DF including collisions. Other conditions
unique to the situation in an electron cooler just as
the anisotropy (expressed in a #attened electron
distribution) and the con"ning magnetic "eld are
neglected here.

In an earlier work [8] we have calculated the
stopping power making use of the Mermin DF
eM(ko ,u) [9] which accounts for collisions and re-
spects particle conservation inside a plasma
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The RPA PRPA(ko , z) appears now with a complex
frequency z"u#i/q characterizing collisions.
The parameter q is not derived within the Mermin
approach. Here q is chosen as relaxation time which
is given for a classical and nondegenerated plasma
by the Faber}Ziman formula
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is the electron mass.
In Fig. 1 the response functions Im e~1(ko ,u) with-

in RPA and Mermin theory are compared for a set
of typical density and temperature parameters. Ob-
viously, taking into account collisions leads to
a strong width broadening and a shift to lower
frequencies of the plasmon.

Results for the stopping power, Eq. (1), using the
Mermin DF are compared in Fig. 2 with the pure
RPA result, ¹-matrix calculations [4], and simula-
tions [10], which reproduce the experimental data
already quite well. A "rst conclusion is that the
¹-matrix calculations do much better agree with
the simulations than the RPA results. The dielectric
theory is improved if collisions are considered, but
the changes due to the use of the Mermin function
are small. To analyze the question of collisions we
improve the Mermin DF and investigate the
change in the response function Im e~1(k,u).

As pointed out above the Mermin theory con-
siders only particle number conservation. The main
question to be discussed here is what in#uence
invoking further conservation laws has and how to
derive the Mermin DF in a more systematic way in
the context of nonequilibrium theory.

This extended (or generalized) Mermin DF is
given by a systematic treatment using an ansatz for
the nonequilibrium statistical operator (Zubarev
theory) [11]. The idea is to characterize the
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Fig. 2. Comparison between simulations (circles with error bars)
and calculations for the stopping power in RPA (solid line),
Mermin (dot-dashed line) and ¹-matrix approximation (dashed
line).

1The DF derived by using a Fokker}Planck collision integral
in [14] is also applicable to the cooling electrons. The results are
up to few percents close to the Mermin-DF.

nonequilibrium situation using a generalized Gibbs
ensemble including relevant observables and re-
spective Lagrange parameters. Maximizing the en-
tropy leads to a new statistical operator o

3%-
(t)

called the relevant one. For the present problem, we
have chosen the local density n( ro ) and local kinetic
energy E( ro ) as relevant observables respecting par-
ticle and energy conservation locally. The balance
equations for n( ro ) and E( ro ) are ful"lled.

A basic demand on the relevant observables
within this framework is the validity of the self-
consistency condition. This means that the time-
dependent averages of the relevant observables are
always depicted by the relevant statistical operator.
Expanding o

3%-
(t) up to "rst order in the external

"eld one obtains from this condition the time-
dependent average of any quantity. According to
the de"nition of the polarizability we have to deter-
mine the averaged-induced density Sdn( ro )T5 which
can now be expressed in terms of equilibrium cor-
relation functions (Kubo products).

Assigned to the relevant observables are appro-
priate Lagrange parameters (response parameters)
which are identi"able as shifts in inverse temper-
ature and chemical potential. They are ensuring the
conservation laws locally as mentioned above. The
response parameters are determined by a system of
linear response equations. Eliminating them by
solving this set the induced density can be "gured

out. For detailed calculations we refer to Refs.
[12,13].

We present here only the result for the generaliz-
ed Mermin DF including energy conservation
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The abbreviation P denotes PRPA(ko , z) and P
0

is
the static limit PRPA(ko ,0), z"u#ig, g"1/q.

Comparing the response function of the gen-
eralized DF and the Mermin-DF under various
conditions we found that the di!erences between
them are in the bound of few percent (see Fig. 3,
same conditions as Fig. 1). Also, it has to be men-
tioned that the generalized DF as well as the Mer-
min-DF ful"lls basic requirements such as sum
rules and classical limits (e.g. static screening).1

Generally speaking, our theory makes a system-
atic approach to the DF possible. Using as relevant
observable only density and taking into considera-
tion only particle conservation the Mermin DF is
recovered [15].

Since the di!erences between the generalized
DF and the Mermin DF are small the collisions
are already well considered employing the
Mermin DF. Hence no essential modi"cation of the
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Fig. 3. Di!erences between the response functions for an elec-
tron gas in Mermin and generalized Mermin approximation in
percent. u

1-
denotes the plasma frequency.

stopping power is expected, compared with the
result using the Mermin DF. Thus other phe-
nomena should be considered. First, electron}ion
collisions has to be included in the relaxation time
q, where in contrast to the Born approximation
strong collisions should be taken into account. Fur-
thermore, Eq. (1) describes the coupling to the

plasma degrees of freedom only in Born approxi-
mation and has to be generalized accounting also
for strong collisions.
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